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Ernst Barnikol Papers

Collection ID  ARCH00022
Creator      Barnikol, Ernst
Period       ca. 1965
Extent       0.75 m.
Language list
Language of Material  German

Context

Biographical Note
Barnikol, Ernst; born in Wuppertal, Germany 1892, died in Halle, German Democratic Republic 1968; theologian; studied philosophy and theology in Marburg; private lecturer of the New Testament at the university of Bonn in 1921; appointed professor in church history and history of early Christianity in Kiel in 1928; in the same year awarded an honorary professorship in Bonn; taught the same subjects at the university of Halle-Wittenberg from 1929 where he lived the rest of his life; his publications include the series ‘Christentum und Sozialismus’ 1929, in which he compared Christianity with socialism.

Acquisition
Documents received from Eugenie Barnikol in 1973, see Annual Report IISH 1973, p. 32.

Content and Structure

Content
Manuscript of his ‘Bruno Bauer. Darstellung und Quellen’ [1965]; notes and some correspondence relating to the manuscript.

Subjects

Geographic Names
Germany

Persons
Bauer, Bruno

Themes
Socialist and social democrat parties/Socialist International
Religious movements/Anti-clericalism/Atheism

Material Type
Archival material

Access and Use

Access
Not restricted

Preferred Citation
Ernst Barnikol Papers, inventory number ..., International Institute of Social History, Amsterdam

Allied Materials

Alternate Form of Material